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Instructions
WHERE WE ARE NOW

Take a few minutes every day to check in with your Four Pillars of Self.
Body
Mind
Spirit
Soul
Being aware of your mindset and emotional and physical well-being may
feel tricky or odd at first but it will get easier with practice.
When you’ve identified any areas that need focus and extra love,
check your timeline for the day and schedule in the activities you
believe will help repair your pillars and banish the burnout.
Schedule it in just like a doctors appointment if need to be.

Pages 2 & 4 have some suggestions but feel free to come up with
your own.
Share additional ideas in the Wellness group so we can all
benefit from one another‘s minds!
If you’re comfortable and feeling up to it, share your progress on
Instagram using #banishburnoutgently

physical movement of some kind
drink the water
eat the veggies
wash your face and brush your teeth and put on
something you love to wear

Daily
WHERE WE ARE NOW
Habits

Body

Mind

face mask
manicure/ pedicure
book or ask partner for a massage
put on an extra special outfit
go to bed early
diffuse essential oils
drink a smoothie
juice some veggies
have a warm bath with all the trimmings
have a shower and visualize it the water washing
all the stress and troubles away
have a lovely tea and sit somewhere pretty while
you drink it

read or listen to non-fiction
do a crossword or word search
build a puzzle
read inspirational quotes
say affirmations
guided or unguided meditation
listen to a podcast
plan something fun to do in the future
declutter, even if it’s only one drawer
get artsy

Spiritually fulfilling tasks will look different to everyone
based on their beliefs/ faith.
Perhaps being spiritual for you is praying or reading the
Bible, or perhaps it’s tarot cards, burning sage, etc.
Or being in nature. Take some time to figure out what
helps you feel connected to something or someone
“bigger” than you that helps you feel safe and secure.

WHERE WE ARE NOW

Spirit

Soul

list your gratitudes
send encouraging and loving texts to the people you
know
scroll through posts from empowering coaches and
therapists on Instagram or check out infographics
on Pinterest. Take note of anything that stands out
or you want to remember.
fill out some guided journal prompts. Add this to
your daily practice if you wish.
make a music playlist that makes you feel confident
and inspired
bake something delicious
listen to motivational YouTube videos
watch a favorite funny sitcom or comfort film
read fiction (can be new or a favorite)
list what/who/where inspires you
buy yourself flowers or get a new plant ( or five)

Journal Prompts
Write a love letter to yourself.

WHERE WE ARE NOW

Write a love letter to someone you know. Sending it is optional.

What are some things that bring me comfort?

If I never had to work again a day in my life, what would I honestly spend my time
doing?

What is my love language? How can I better show my love language to myself?

What do I need to forgive myself for? What can I do to reach a point of
forgiveness?

What do you think caused this current level of burnout? How can you learn from
this experience and avoid it better in the future?

What is something I can do today that will help me feel more excited to wake up
tomorrow morning?

What is a self care ritual that I experienced this week that I would like to add to
my daily or weekly habits moving forward?

